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Networking (4
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Chapter 5 Analog transmission  

Q-1  Define constellation diagram and its role in analog transmission. 

Q-2  Calculate the baudrate for the given bit rate and type of modulation. 

a. 2000 bps, FSK 

b. 4000 bps, ASK 

c. 6000 bps, QPSK 

d. 36,000 bps, 64-QAM 

Q-3  Draw the constellation diagram for the following: 

a. ASK, with peak amplitude values of 1 and 3 

b. BPSK, with a peak amplitude value of 2 

c. QPSK, with a peak amplitude value of 3 

d. 8-QAM with two different peak amplitude values, I and 3, and four different     

 phases. 

 

Q-4  What is the required bandwidth for the following cases if we need to send 4000 bps? 

 Let d = 1. 

a. ASK 

b. FSK with 2~f =4 KHz 

c. QPSK 

d. 16-QAM 

Q-5  Find the bandwidth for the following situations if we need to modulate a 5-KHz 

 voice. 

 a. AM 

b. PM (set β =5) 

c. PM (set β =1) 

Chapter 6 (Multiplexing and spreading)  

Q-6   Define the digital hierarchy used by telephone companies and list different levels of 

the hierarchy. 



Q-7  We need to use synchronous TDM and combine 20 digital sources, each of 100 Kbps. 

Each output slot carries 1 bit from each digital source, but one extra bit is added to 

each frame for synchronization. Answer the following questions: 

a. What is the size of an output frame in bits? 

b. What is the output frame rate? 

c. What is the duration of an output frame? 

d. What is the output data rate? 

e. What is the efficiency of the system (ratio of useful bits to the total bits). 

Q-8  We have 14 sources, each creating 500 8-bit characters per second. Since only some 

of these sources are active at any moment, we use statistical TDM to combine these 

sources using character interleaving. Each frame carries 6 slots at a time, but we need 

to add four-bit addresses to each slot. Answer the following questions: 

a. What is the size of an output frame in bits? 

b. What is the output frame rate? 

c. What is the duration of an output frame? 

d. What is the output data rate? 

Q-9  Explain spread spectrum technology.  

Chapter 7 (Transmission media) 

Q-10  Calculate the bandwidth of the light for the following wavelength ranges (assume a 

propagation speed of 2 x 108 m): 

a. 1000 to 1200 nm 

b. 1000 to 1400 nm 

Q-11 List the advantage and disadvantage of optical fiber.  

Chapter 9 (DSL)  

Q-12  What is dial-up modem technology? List some of the common modem standards and 

give their data rates. 

 

Q- 13  Calculate the minimum time required to download one million bytes of information 

 using each of the following technologies:  

a. ADSL 

b. ADSL light  

c. HDSL 

d. SDSL 

e. VDSL 

Q-14 What type of topology is used when customers in an area use DSL modems and cable 

 modems for data transfer purposes? Explain.   

 

Chapter 25 (DSL)  

Q- 15  Give an example of how a DNS client/server program can support an e-mail program 

 to find the IP address of an e-mail recipient. 

 



Q-16 Explain DNS messages and its types.  

 

Chapter 26 (Email and FTP)  

Q-17 Explain four scenarios for the architecture of e-mail. 

Q-18 How SMTP protocol is used in email application?  

Q-19 What is file transfer protocol?.  

Q-20  Give an example of actual FTP session for retrieving a list of items in a directory.  

Chapter 27 (WWW)  

Q-21 

(a) How is HTTP related to WWW? 

(b). How is HTTP similar to SMTP? 

(c). How is HTTP similar to FTP? 

(d). What is a URL and what are its components? 

(e). What is a proxy server and how is it related to HTTP? 

(f). Name the common three components of a browser. 

(g). What are the three types of Web documents? 

(h). What does HTML stand for and what is its function? 

(i). What is the difference between an active document and a dynamic document? 

Q-22 Explain architecture of WWW. 

Chapter 29 (Multimedia, VOIP)  

Q-23 Why compression is required? Explain with example.  

Q-24  How DCT removed redundancy in data/image? Explain with example.  

Q-25 What is the mechanism for streaming of stored audio/video?  

Q-26  Explain the protocol used in VOIP.  

 


